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Gulfstream - Sunday 1st May 2022

1

6:05 PM - Race 1 - Maiden Claiming

MUNGER made an encouraging start to his career when a running-on fourth at this track in March and gets the vote. Wizard Serrat and Poetic
Code can give him most to do.
Top Tip: MUNGER (9)
Watch out for: WIZARD SERRAT (10)

2

6:31 PM - Race 2 - Starter Optional Claiming

It is hard to ignore the claims of GITANA, who showed a good attitude when notching up her third course win last time. Nurse Judy and Simplify are
feared most.
Top Tip: GITANA (1)
Watch out for: NURSE JUDY (6)

3

7:00 PM - Race 3 - Maiden Special Weight

SNOW'S ISLAND produced a creditable effort when third on his return over C&D last time and can land the spoils. Sunset Provision and Racket
are also worthy of consideration.
Top Tip: SNOW'S ISLAND (7)
Watch out for: SUNSET PROVISION (4)

4

7:34 PM - Race 4 - Maiden Claiming

Twin Cause has shown some ability and may pick up a place in this field, though Little Belita was a solid second here in March and a repeat of that
would see her challenging DALI'S HEART. The selection was a promising third on debut last year and any improvement could see her home in
front.
Top Tip: DALI'S HEART (4)
Watch out for: LITTLE BELITA (9)

5

8:03 PM - Race 5 - Starter Optional Claiming
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YAMATO may gain his revenge on Lamplighter Jack at these weights assuming he can put in the same effort as he did in third last time out. That
could be enough to be successful here, though both Stirling Drive and Fly The Ware are also entitled to get involved.
Top Tip: YAMATO (6)
Watch out for: LAMPLIGHTER JACK (3)

6

8:33 PM - Race 6 - Maiden Claiming

Cash Express weakened after chasing the pace last time but has been gelded and he could get involved, along with regular placer Readyseekgo,
but OUR NOBLE ORTEGA may be the one. Second on his debut, we can ignore his last run when he nearly fell at the start, and if he improves as
hoped, he might be the one to beat.
Top Tip: OUR NOBLE ORTEGA (5)
Watch out for: CASH EXPRESS (4)

7

9:07 PM - Race 7 - Starter Optional Claiming

Z FIRST was an impressive maiden winner here last time and she should be capable of making her mark at this level. Others to note are
Knowwhentofoldem and Vandalia.
Top Tip: Z FIRST (1)
Watch out for: KNOWWHENTOFOLDEM (3)

8

9:40 PM - Race 8 - Allowance Optional Claiming

GHOSTLINER sets the standard based on his C&D victory a month ago, although Psychedelic Shack and Elusive Treat could give him plenty to
think about.
Top Tip: GHOSTLINER (1)
Watch out for: PSYCHEDELIC SHACK (2)

9

10:12 PM - Race 9 - Maiden Claiming

Unbridled Glitter and Nobody's Secret both merit plenty of respect but the vote goes to TICKET TO HEAVEN, who should appreciate this significant
ease in grade.
Top Tip: TICKET TO HEAVEN (7)
Watch out for: UNBRIDLED GLITTER (4)
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